From New Town To Downtown
Urb an Archeology Project, Albuquerque
A repor t by Carl een Laz zell

The purpose of the Urban Archeology Project in downtown
Albuquerque is to determine the uses of the site over the past
105 years. This downtown block, which was one of the first
areas to be developed after the arrival of the railroad in 1880,
is located between Second and Third Streets on the south side
of Central (formerly Railroad) Avenue.
As a preliminary step to the actual excavation by an archeological team , each building has been carefully
documented. Jim Caufield and Liz Calhoon have measured
both the exterior and interior of the structures, and Caufield
sketched the facade of the El Amigo Building. Bob Dauner,
Photoarchivist, Albuquerque Museum , photographed both
interiors and exteriors of the block. Dauner also provided
historical photographs of the site which had been taken in the
1930s (Fig. 1).
The decision to demolish the buildings, #208 through #224,
was made after a thorough structural analysis. The buildings
had several structural cracks and defects. Buildings #208
through #212 were built over the old acequia and they had
settled several inches over the past few years. Documentation, which the project historian consulted, consisted of Sanborn Insurance maps dated at per iodic intervals from 1891 to
1934, city directories and historical photographs.

The two oldest structures on the block, #220 an d #222,
dated from the 1880s and were both adobe. They had
decorative tin ceilings and cornice trim with two different
patterns of "egg and dart" motif. An interesting find in
building #222 was a mural of a man on horseback leading a
pack horse. (Fig. 2). The person depicted in the mural was
dressed as a frontiersman and carried a long barrel rifle. The
mural had been surrounded on all four sides by bright yellow
paint. The walls on either side of the visible mural had been
furred out so that electrical conduit could be installed. After
further investigation - knocking holes in the sheetrock five other murals were discovered. Thanks to the volunteer
efforts of David Matulka, the scenes emerged. Matulka took
careful pains remov ing the sheet rock on the west and east
walls to expose an all encompassing mural. The theme of the
fresco on the adobe walls depicted the inside of a log cabin
with each "window" looking out upon a different scene: west
wall - (1) Frontiersman on horseback, (2) four deer standing
in a pond (Fig. 3), (3) Indian mother with papoose sta nding
by an adobe house with bright red ristras hanging from the
vigas (Fig. 4), and east wall- (4) cowboy on horseback (Fig.
5), (5) riverboat (on the Rio Grande, perhaps) (Fig. 6) an d (6)
village scene with a church (Fig. 7). The ceiling an d walls

Figure 1 - The building (# 222) identified as Halls is the abobe building in which Pat Gray painted the six murals. Photo taken
by Hanna and Hanna, 1935. Credit: Albuquerque Museum-Photoarchives.
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were painted in a "trompe l'oeil" to portray the logs and
beam ceiling in a log cabin. Each mural was signed "Pat
Gray '34." Investigation by Byron Johnson, History Curator
at the Albuquerque Museum, determined that a Patrick
Gray, listing himself as an artist, was included in the 1934
Albuquerque City Directory. He gave his address as 613 West
Silver indicating that he was rooming with three other people. No record of Gray was found in the city directories for
fifteen years either before or after 1934, nor was Gray's name
listed in the artists of the Federal Works Projects. Gray, most
likely, was an itinerant artist.
One of the more interesting buildings on the block was the
EI Amigo (Old Economist Store) constructed in 1905. The
two story facade was a blend of buff colored brick and terra
cotta. Delicate terra cotta trim in a leaf design surrounded
the windows. A staggered terra cotta cap emphasized the two
intricate medallions on the top.
The newest building on the block was the Stromberg Store
constructedIn 1947. This men's store featured traditional
clothing store fixtures with woodwork finished in a blonde
color representative of the 1940s interior decor.
A multitude of businesses have flourished on this site since
the 1880s. Some representative uses included a shoe store,
photographer, dry goods, saloon, variety, drugs, groceries,
carpets, books, furniture, jewelry, stationery, liquor, general
store, religious articles and flowers. Sanborn Insurance maps
indicate "privies" at the alley behind several of the buildings.
As indoor plumbing was installed, shop owners used the
"privies" to discard their trash. In other cities, urban archeologists have found interesting artifacts which had been
discarded in the "privies" after they were no longer in use.
A preliminary test trench was dug on October 18, 1985, in
order to ascertain the feasibility of conducting a full scale investigation. Joe Winter, archeologist, said that the results of
the test trench were even better than anticipated. Winter's
report stated that "the area tested consists of very rich lenses
of ash, charcoal, coal and other cultural layers filled with
broken (and in some instances whole) bottles, china, metal
artifacts, meat bones, wood, and other debris associated with
100 years of commercial activity in 'New Town' Albuquerque." Support for the project has been voiced by Marc Simmons, author of Albuquerque: A Narrative History (University of New Mexico Press, 1982) who said, "certainly the
chance to develop a downtown 'dig' offers wonderful opportunities for arousing public interest in the history of Albuquerque." Thomas W. Merlan, State Historic Preservation
Officer also gave his support, stating, "the unfortunate but
necessary demolition of a block of turn of the century
buildings on Albuquerque's main street, Central Avenue,
may be turned from a negative loss to a positive research and
educational opportunity.. .'
The Urban Archeology Project in Albuquerque is a
cooperative effort between the owners, the demolition company and TACA (The Albuquerque Conservation Association), the sponsoring organization. TACA board members
and city planning representatives have taken a particular interest in the project, meeting with the owners, the demolition
contractor and the various consultants. The Urban Archeology Project in Albuquerque is timely, and the interested
participants in the group realize that this is an opportunity to
further enhance our knowledge of "New Albuquerque's" early history.
The Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the 1969 National Environmental Protection Act recognize archeological
findings as part of the cultural resources of the United States.
Cities across the nation are conscious of their urban archeology. A particularly successful program has been conducted in Alexandria, Virginia (Howard S. Abramson, "Digging Up the Secretes of Our Cities," Historic Preservation,
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Figure 2 - Mural #1 - "Frontiersman on Horseback."
Photo Credit: Rue Lazzell.

Figure 3 - Mural #2 "Four Deer Standing in Pond."
Photo Credit: lim Caufield.

Figure 4 - Mural #3 "Indian Mother with Papoose."
Photo Credit: lim Caufield.

Figure 5 - Mural #4 - "Cowboy on Horseback."
Photo Credit: Rue Lazzell.
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Figure 6 - Mural #5 - "Riv erboat"
Photo Credit: Jim Caufield.

Vol. 34, No.3 May/ June 1982, pp. 32-37). Examples of the
items discovered in Alexandria include a fine Chinese
porcelain tea set, imported English tableware and various
meat bones.
Other urban archeological digs have been conducted in
New York City, Tucson, Sacramento and Baltimore to name
only a few. Closer to home, there was arecent major excavation in EI Paso. According to Mark Denton, staff archeologist
for the Texas Antiquities Comm ission, the EI Paso dig provided "a lot of interesting artifacts...such as coins and
ceramics .. .from the Chinese laborers who worked putting in
the old railroad (Michael Geczi, "Cities Find Public Archaeological Digs Lure Tourists, " The Dallas Morning News,
Thursday, May 2, 1985, pp. 41A-42A)." Who knows wh at
significant and exciting artifacts will be discovered on this
historic Albuquerque site!
"From New Town to Downtown - Urban Archeology
Project, Albuquerque" was written by Carleen Lazzell,
Coordinator and Historian for the archeological project.
Lazzell, a Ph .D. student in American Studies, is also on the
staff of New Mexico Architectur e.
The Urban Archeology Project in Albuquerque is being
funded in part by the Natio nal Trust for Historic Preservation .

Figure 7 - Mural #6 - "Vill age Scene wi th a church."
Photo Credit : Jim Caufi eld.
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